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 When I exit the first project, the next time I open it (in the other project), my local changes are saved, but I don't see the
changes of my second project .How can I see the local changes of the second project ?I use the Standard Generator. A: Create a

copy of your second project using Project-Clone or something similar and then have a look at the actual files. In case it is
a.SchDoc you will have to copy over the.sch and.udf files. You could use a GUI-Editor, but it would take more work than this.
When Tim McCafferty and Louis Ritossa turned in their “Ricola,” in fact a copy of an existing Ricola recipe card, they were
discovered by a contemporary art restorer. This was back in 2006. In April 2011, their Ricola – which was meant to be sold at
auction in a Manhattan art gallery – attracted the attention of collector Mark Georgy, and he bought it for $275,000. Tim and
Louis had their original Ricola – which is made with vinegar and real ricola (wax-coated almonds) – stored for the past few

years in a storage locker. The original cards, which are in the form of a set of playing cards, are in the Georgy collection. Today,
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a strange-looking card comes up for sale: a card that suggests the subjects are chatting up the hand who holds the original Ricola
card. The date on this Ricola card is 2006. The seller of this Ricola card, who bought it in New York in 2010 for $125,000,

thinks it’s a forgery. The buyer, who says it’s “certainly not a forgery,” says the card is of genuine vintage Ricola, except for the
area that is cut away – the portion where the head, shoulders, and name of the artist are printed. SOLD! Cards like this are a
source of intrigue to the leading cataloger of numismatics, John Wheeler, senior numismatist with the Smithsonian National

Numismatic Collection. Wheeler notes that the subject matter could be a very original idea – the “Christo and Jeanne-Claude”
card, of two people kissing each other, which is now the most expensive contemporary art card in the world 82157476af
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